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In 1966, the City of Philadelphia commissioned a study to examine the feasibility of extending the Broad Street Subway Line beyond the newly planned terminus in the then-emerging sports complex at Pattison Avenue, into the Philadelphia Naval Yard, an active military base employing tens of thousands. That 1966 study found the project to be technically feasible with some minor challenges; however, with U.S. military engagements abroad and the Cold War, the decision was made not to build the $14.5-million extension ($96 million in 2008 dollars). In 2007, funded with a grant from the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, this Broad Street Line Extension Feasibility Study was commissioned to revisit and evaluate the feasibility of construction and to estimate capital costs, risks, and economic benefits of extending the subway by way of two stations into the Navy Yard.

Now, The Navy Yard, located midway between New York and the District of Columbia along Interstate 95 and approximately 3.5 miles south of Philadelphia’s bustling Center City, is an emerging regional employment center managed on behalf of the City of Philadelphia by the Philadelphia Industrial Development Corporation (PIDC). Encompassing 1,000 acres, an area as large as Center City Philadelphia, the site hosts more than 7,000 employees and 80 companies in more than 5.5 million occupied square feet of industrial, R&D and office space. The Navy Yard’s 2004 Master Plan outlines future growth to more than 15 million SF of occupied space, 30,000 employees, and thousands of residents in six neighborhood districts.

The Subway Extension

The study team and a Steering Committee comprised of regional experts and stakeholders examined the Broad Street Line subway extension (preferred alignment pictured in Exhibit B) with trains arriving at current Broad Street Line levels of operation, including trains arriving every 7 minutes. Along its 1.5-mile route, the plan adds two new stations between Pattison Station and the Delaware River Waterfront: one station will be in the Navy Yard Corporate Center, which is under development by Liberty Property Trust/Synterra Partners; the other would be a Marina station along the South Delaware River Waterfront with the potential for a subway tunnel to South Jersey, providing additional regional connectivity.

For two additional points of reference, the study team also examined two low-cost bus options: Current Bus service at 20-minute intervals equal to today’s shuttle service and Enhanced Bus service at 7-minute frequencies to meet all subway arrivals and departures.

Exhibit B. Broad Street Line Extension + Original Conceptual Alignments
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Capital and Operating Expenses

The Broad Street Line Extension Feasibility Study estimated the cost to construct the entire 1.5-mile subway extension at approximately $370 million (2008 dollars). This investment, although significantly greater than the current bus and enhanced bus options, at $8 million and $14 million, respectively, proves to be a significantly more cost effective on a per rider basis. In addition, this investment will leverage private investment and spur development that generates employment and tax benefits to the city and state.

Exhibit D illustrates that once in operation the subway’s cost per rider equals and outperforms the cost effectiveness of operating a bus. Cost per rider is in line with existing stations on the Broad Street Line. The Navy Yard’s full build-out, ridership is estimated at more than 8,000 boardings between the two stations. The number of boardings is in line with existing stations on the Broad Street Line. Exhibit C represents those riders entering the system at The Navy Yard.

Ridership

According to modeling efforts conducted by the study team, the subway extension’s daily boardings are substantially greater than those of either the current bus or enhanced bus because of the more intense development pattern supported by heavy rail. The Navy Yard’s full build-out, ridership is estimated at more than 8,000 boardings between the two stations. The number of boardings is in line with existing stations on the Broad Street Line. Exhibit C represents those riders entering the system at The Navy Yard.

Exhibit D. Cost Per Rider

The study also found that the subway farebox revenue capture ratio of farebox revenue to total operating expenses) is estimated to be between 57 and 70 percent after 10 years of operation, an average of 43 percent over the 35 year timeframe for the subway extension’s daily boardings. Although operating expenses are slightly greater for the subway, the farebox revenue generated is expected to cover the majority of those expenses, and therefore requiring less need for an operating subsidy. Annual operating costs are estimated at $5.0 million for the subway extension, $3.5 million for the Enhanced Bus, and $1.4 million for the current bus option (at full build-out of The Navy Yard).

Cost Effectiveness

Due to the substantially greater ridership generated by the subway extension over the other alternatives, the subway proves to be the most cost effective transit alternative over time, measured in terms of annualized capital and operating costs per rider and the farebox recovery ratio.

Cost per rider

Exhibit D illustrates that once in operation the subway’s cost per rider equals and outperforms the cost effectiveness of operating a fleet of buses serving The Navy Yard’s transit needs.

Development Impacts

The greatest benefits are derived from the subway’s impact on land values and potential for development. The study explored two growth scenarios, each influenced by either of the bus alternatives or the subway extension into The Navy Yard. The Broad Street subway extension is projected to support greater densities and produce a positive net benefit to property values within a short proximity of its stations. These impacts, illustrated in Exhibit E, show the additional commercial and residential development possible around each subway station. The Master Plan + Heavy Rail scenario represents more than $4.6 billion in economic impact from development and $390 million directly from constructing the subway to the City of Philadelphia. The economic benefits derived from subway extension are expected to be $1.7 billion more than with current bus service. Due to a multiplier effect, these impacts are greater at the state level. The Broad Street Line Extension will leverage, catalyze, and greatly enhance the development potential of the entire Navy Yard, generating investment, employment, and tax rateables for the city and state.

Exhibit E. Development Impacts and Scenarios

The Navy Yard project will create a positive net benefit to property values within a short proximity of its stations. These impacts, illustrated in Exhibit E, show the additional commercial and residential development possible around each subway station. The Master Plan + Heavy Rail scenario represents more than $4.6 billion in economic impact from development and $390 million directly from constructing the subway to the City of Philadelphia. The economic benefits derived from subway extension are expected to be $1.7 billion more than with current bus service. Due to a multiplier effect, these impacts are greater at the state level. The Broad Street Line Extension will leverage, catalyze, and greatly enhance the development potential of the entire Navy Yard, generating investment, employment, and tax rateables for the city and state.

Next Steps

The Broad Street Line Extension Feasibility Study has been undertaken to identify the feasibility, cost, and benefits of improved rail and bus transit access to The Navy Yard. Normally for a project with a significant capital cost, such as the extension of the Broad Street Line, the use of federal resources would be preferred. However, in addition to the traditional New Starts Process, this study looked at innovative approaches for financing major transit investments as an alternative to the unpredictable and lengthy federal New Starts funding process.

Innovative funding mechanisms, such as those used to fund the combined transit and real estate development projects like the Hudson Yards in Manhattan, NY or NorthPoint in Cambridge, MA, could also be pursued to provide greater flexibility than New Starts funding. With these mechanisms, capital is raised by leveraging revenue streams derived from the development surrounding the station. Revenue streams can include development right payments, private contributions, and tax revenue (i.e. Tax Increment Financing or Special Assessment Districts). Public-private partnerships (PPP) provide an opportunity to share some of the risks of development of the transit facility with the private sector and expedite the project delivery for a fee. Put together, innovative financing and public-private partnerships can save money and avoid cost creep during planning and construction, a common occurrence for large infrastructure projects.

In order to bring this project to fruition, the region’s leadership will work together to establish an aggressive implementation schedule to evaluate the funds and value capture mechanisms available and to define the potential applicability of a public-private partnership. The end result of this process will help The Navy Yard fulfill its full development potential, benefiting not only the immediate site but the region as a whole.

The Navy Yard has successfully transitioned from a military property to a growing center of mixed use development and employment for the region. In its next phase, The Navy Yard can fulfill sustainable development principles for the region by building at the core, maximizing the value of future and existing infrastructure investments, and catalyze transformative growth through an investment in transit.

The Navy Yard can fulfill sustainable development principles for the region by building at the core, maximizing the value of future and existing infrastructure investments, and catalyze transformative growth through an investment in transit.
A 1966 study for the City of Philadelphia examined the engineering constraints, operational considerations and capital costs associated with extending the Broad Street Subway Line into The Navy Yard. The plans demonstrated that the project was feasible despite several engineering challenges with construction and design costs estimated at roughly $14.5 million in 1966 dollars (roughly $86 million today).

Building from the 1966 study and other earlier transportation studies regarding the Philadelphia Navy Yard, as well as the 2004 Philadelphia Navy Yard Master Plan, this Broad Street Line Extension Feasibility Study explores future transit alternatives into The Navy Yard that would benefit not only the immediate site but the needs of the region as well. This study is the first of several steps in the overall planning, design and funding process to implement potential transit improvements into The Navy Yard.

The Philadelphia Authority for Industrial Development (PAID), acting on behalf of the City of Philadelphia, acquired approximately 1,000 acres at the site of the former U.S. Navy Yard from the federal government in March 2000. The Philadelphia Industrial Development Corporation (PIDC), a private, not-for-profit corporation created to promote economic development and job creation throughout the city, manages the planning, development and operation of these real estate assets on behalf of PAID and the City of Philadelphia.

The process of federal base closure and ownership transfer was accompanied by nearly a decade of extensive public review and participation, along with the development of the 2004 Community Reuse Plan that largely guided redevelopment of The Navy Yard during the early stages. The 2004 Philadelphia Navy Yard Master Plan further provided a guide for planning and investment decision-making in the short and long-term by proposing new conceptual designs and infrastructure improvements for areas primarily outside the traditional shipyard vicinity.

The 2004 plan also evaluated a number of transit options for The Navy Yard, including a preliminary analysis of an extension of the Broad Street Line. Larger in area than Center City Philadelphia and located at the foot of historic Broad Street, 1.5 miles south of City Hall, the 1,000-acre Navy Yard is by many measures already a success with 7,000 jobs and 80 companies and presents an extraordinary opportunity for economic development. One of the key factors required to maximize this opportunity is access to the regional transportation network, especially as the number of workers and businesses grows.

With the transformation and redevelopment of major areas within The Navy Yard from predominantly military and industrial activities to a mix of industrial, commercial, retail and residential uses, opportunities exist to expand and streamline transportation services while pursuing and implementing potential development scenarios.

### Study Goal

The goal of the study was to identify the opportunities and challenges related to the implementation of improved transit access to and from The Navy Yard to help PIDC, the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA), the City of Philadelphia and other regional stakeholders determine the appropriate means by which such a potential investment may occur.

#### Purpose of Study

The purpose of the study was to assess ridership, engineering feasibility, preliminary project costs and funding options of extending the Broad Street Line (BSL) to The Navy Yard. Additional transit alternatives were explored for an order of magnitude comparison.

#### Study Process

Key elements of the study included the creation of a problem statement, the identification of the project’s purpose and need, and the development and evaluation of three transportation alternatives (two bus alternatives and one rail alternative). Alternatives were developed to address transportation and land use needs including enhanced connectivity to and throughout The Navy Yard.

Development assumptions, defined later in this report were included to help demonstrate reasonable future growth scenarios and formed the basis for ridership projections and cost estimates. The growth scenarios are based primarily on the development proposals from the 2004 Master Plan for The Navy Yard modified to reflect current development plans. Each alternative was then compared using evaluation criteria involving both quantitative and qualitative analysis to help identify the most appropriate investment into The Navy Yard. The study consisted of the following activities:

- **Information and Data Gathering**
  - Data collection and conceptual engineering
  - Summary of previous transportation and engineering studies
  - Research property value impacts surrounding transit stations
  - Interviews with regional stakeholders

- **Purpose and Need**
  - Development of the purpose and need statement

- **Development Scenarios**
  - Commercial and residential absorption and growth assumptions
  - Parking availability

- **Development of Alternatives**
  - Development of alternatives and documentation of assumptions
  - Steering Committee participation

- **Evaluation of Alternatives**
  - Ridership projections
  - Operations plans
  - Cost estimates
  - Environmental impacts
  - Economic impacts
  - Traffic impacts

- **Discussion of Project Findings**
  - Funding needs and financial assessment
  - Project phasing possibilities
  - Steering Committee feedback
  - Recommendation of next steps

#### Advisory Committee

Insight and input from the project’s Steering Committee, a collection of transportation professionals and other key stakeholders, provided oversight and guidance at critical decision-making points throughout the process. Initial study findings were reviewed by the Steering Committee prior to the final report.

These participants represented the following organizations:

- **Anne Kelly King**
  - City Council (Office of City Council President, Anna Verna)

- **Darin Gatti**
  - City of Philadelphia - Streets Department

- **Christopher Zearfoss**
  - City of Philadelphia - Transportation and Utilities

- **Stephen Buckley**
  - City of Philadelphia - Transportation and Utilities

- **Sara Merriman**
  - City of Philadelphia - Commerce Department

- **Anthony Santaniello**
  - City of Philadelphia - Planning Commission

- **Smitha Matthew**
  - Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC)

- **Nicole Westerman**
  - Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

- **Kate McNamara**
  - Delaware River Port Authority (DRPA)

- **Robert Box**
  - Port Authority Transit Corporation (PATCO)

- **Karin Morris**
  - Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC)

- **Keith Lynch**
  - Federal Transit Administration (FTA)

- **Brian Benson**
  - Liberty Property Trust

- **Brian Cohen**
  - Liberty Property Trust

- **John Rink**
  - Port Authority Transit Corporation (PATCO)

- **Robert Zdyrak**
  - PennDOT - Bureau of Public Transportation

- **Shawn Jalousis**
  - Sports Complex Special Services District (SCSSD)

- **Steven Silkinas**
  - Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA)

- **David Fogel**
  - Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Philadelphia Navy Yard (The Navy Yard), is located approximately 3.5 miles south of City Hall and encompasses 1,000 acres—an area larger than Center City Philadelphia. The study area was defined as the entire Navy Yard site plus the area to the north of The Navy Yard from Interstate 95 to Pattison Avenue, which includes part of the stadium district and Franklin D. Roosevelt Park. The Broad Street Line Pattison Avenue station is located at the intersection of Broad Street and Pattison Avenue, along the northern boundary of the study area, approximately 0.5 mile from The Navy Yard front entrance. The study area boundary is shown in Exhibit 1.

The 2004 Philadelphia Navy Yard Master Plan proposed six neighborhoods or development areas. From west to east, those areas are the Shipyard, Historic Core, Corporate Center, Research Park, Marina District, and the East End. The Research Park, Marina and the East End are mostly undeveloped currently, while the Historic Core, Corporate Center and Marina areas are expected to contain the majority of new office, retail and residential development over the next 40 years. Currently, there are 7,000 employees and more than 80 companies in a diverse array of industries, including 4,000 jobs in shipping and warehousing. The shipyard has a high demand for warehouse space. The East End is beginning to develop with high-end housing, and the West End is a more mixed-use area. From west to east, those areas are the

Purpose and Need

The Navy Yard is poised to create over 12 million square feet of new commercial, industrial and residential development creating nearly 30,000 jobs. The ability to facilitate, and maximize, the enormous economic potential of the site is related directly to strengthening linkages between The Navy Yard, Center City Philadelphia and other regional commercial and residential centers. Access to The Navy Yard would benefit not only The Navy Yard employees, employers and future residents but also the region as a whole. To this end, The Navy Yard has begun to make major capital investments to its infrastructure systems to accommodate and encourage growth. However, without improved transit access, realizing the full development potential of the site may be impracticable.

After considering The Navy Yard's connectivity to the region, heavy rail's potential to impact real estate values, and future traffic congestion concerns, the study's Steering Committee developed the following Purpose and Need statement:

- To improve the connection of The Navy Yard to Center City's jobs, residents and the region's transportation hub,
- To use public transportation as a means to create a vibrant development within The Navy Yard,
- To strengthen the development potential of the site and reinforce existing transportation investments, and
- To provide congestion relief, reduce driving, parking demand, and environmental impacts (resource impacts, runoff, air quality, etc.), associated with development at The Navy Yard through the implementation of quality public transportation.

An extension of the Broad Street Line is projected to produce a positive net benefit to property values within a short proximity of its stations. Since The Navy Yard site provides extensive opportunities for new development, heavy rail can enhance the value of real estate being proposed for the site by improving access to The Navy Yard. As part of the study, a literature review on the impacts of fixed guideway transit on surrounding property values [primarily around the station stops] was conducted demonstrating that property values in The Navy Yard could be positively impacted in three ways:

- Increase the desirability and the value of land simply through the improved access created by a project.
- Promote the density of development by requiring less parking and thereby increasing the property value per square foot of land.
- Provide the potential for more accelerated development given additional alternative for site access.

The main gate of The Navy Yard site, on Broad Street north of Langley Avenue, is expected to become a point of significant congestion for traffic entering and exiting in the future without consideration of improvements to transit connections. Delays in accessing the site are expected to increase as peak hour traffic volumes are expected to exceed fixed capacity. This congestion could result in long queues on Broad Street entering the site, a condition which could interfere with the functioning of ramps to and from I-95, as well as on signal operations at Terminal Avenue. Projected evening peak hour intersection levels-of-service (LOS) at Broad Street indicate congested conditions by full buildout in 2045 with peak hour traffic volumes exceeding that of major roadways throughout Philadelphia. Without a reasonable solution to this problem, these conditions will increase travel times for employees and potentially inhibit The Navy Yard’s growth and regional economic impact.

Exhibit A. Broad Street Line Extension Study Area
As a large portion of the site is currently undeveloped, it creates several unique opportunities that would be challenging, if not impossible, in developed areas. These opportunities include planning and managing the scale, type and timing of development at The Navy Yard. Since these development factors greatly impact ridership projections and cost estimates, significant effort was invested to propose reasonable assumptions, absorption rates, and timeframes for the proposed development at the site. The exact size, type, timing and pattern of development will ultimately depend on market conditions and economic forces within the Philadelphia region and the country. However, the improved transit accessibility created by transit investments can be a significant factor in improving the competitiveness of The Navy Yard site compared to employment centers outside the region.

The 2004 Master Plan assumed an extension of the Broad Street Line with a terminating station at the physical center of the site (i.e., near the intersection of League Island Boulevard and Kitty Hawk Avenue). The Master Plan however did not account for the land use impacts or any potential increases in density surrounding the station as a result of the proposed transit investment. To account for these impacts for this study, PIDC enlisted Robert A.M. Stern, the original consultants on the master planning team, to revisit the planning and development assumptions.

The re-evaluation of the plan resulted in a site plan concept with greater density of buildings and lower parking ratios (especially within a half-mile of the proposed stations) resulting in the automobile for trips. This plan calling for greater density was adopted as the Master Plan with Heavy Rail development scenario for the subway extension. The original master plan development scenario remains the default for the alternatives that do not include heavy rail (i.e., bus alternatives). The two development alternatives are described in 10-year increments in Exhibit 2.

**Master Plan Development Scenario:**

Master Plan Development Scenario: derived primarily from the original development plans from Robert A.M. Stern Architects which did not account for heavy rail access in land use patterns. This scenario was used for estimating ridership for each of the bus alternatives.

**Master Plan with Heavy Rail Scenario:**

The Master Plan development scenario assumes that growth will occur as proposed in the 2004 Navy Yard Master Plan. This scenario will result in a more auto-oriented suburban type development throughout, including the proposed Marina area in The Navy Yard. The Master Plan development scenario envisions an office park comprised of approximately 5.5 million square feet of office space with minimal residential component. However, the exact build-out and type of use for this area will be a market-driven decision. Exhibit 3 shows projected annual absorption rates for residential, office, and retail development.

**Exhibit 2. Development Assumptions within ½ Mile of Stations by Year**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master Plan Development Scenario</td>
<td>2,584,096</td>
<td>2,634,096</td>
<td>2,684,096</td>
<td>2,593,096</td>
<td>2,593,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Plan with Heavy Rail Development Scenario</td>
<td>2,375,080</td>
<td>2,568,719</td>
<td>2,760,560</td>
<td>2,851,588</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office (sq ft)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail (sq ft)</td>
<td>299,000</td>
<td>299,000</td>
<td>299,000</td>
<td>299,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel (sq ft)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Commercial (sq ft)</td>
<td>3,275,080</td>
<td>3,568,719</td>
<td>3,760,560</td>
<td>3,851,588</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential (sq ft)</td>
<td>299,000</td>
<td>299,000</td>
<td>299,000</td>
<td>299,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking (spaces)</td>
<td>3,275,080</td>
<td>3,568,719</td>
<td>3,760,560</td>
<td>3,851,588</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: PIDC

In general, heavy rail is assumed to serve as an incentive for site investment and lead to greater intensity of activity while ameliorating the negative impact of additional traffic. The increased accessibility created by fixed guideway transit investments typically results in higher rents per square foot. This is particularly important in an era of increasing gasoline prices, congestion and limited roadway capacity.

**Exhibit 3. Annual Absorption with Master Plan Development Scenario**

Master Plan Development Scenario:

The Master Plan development scenario assumes that growth will occur as proposed in the 2004 Navy Yard Master Plan. This scenario will result in a more auto-oriented suburban type development throughout, including the proposed Marina area in The Navy Yard. The Master Plan development scenario envisions an office park comprised of approximately 5.5 million square feet of office space with minimal residential component. However, the exact build-out and type of use for this area will be a market-driven decision. Exhibit 3 shows projected annual absorption rates for residential, office, and retail development.
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS

Master Plan with Heavy Rail Development Scenario

With an extension of the Broad Street Line into The Navy Yard, impacts to the pattern of development and the intensity of the development would be anticipated. Under this revised scenario the Marina, Corporate Center, and Historic Core districts would develop more as mixed-use destinations. Residents, tourists, shoppers, and employees will have an additional means to reach the site, creating a 24-hour destination. In this scenario, development will be denser and is catalyzed at a faster rate by the construction of the heavy rail extension. These greater absorption rates are shown in Exhibit 4.

Exhibit 4. Annual Absorption with Master Plan with Heavy Rail Development Scenario

Exhibit 6. Comparison of Retail and Residential Development by Scenario

Exhibit 5 and 6 illustrate the comparison of the two development scenarios. As expected, with heavy rail, more development is projected under this revised scenario. As expected, with heavy rail, more development is projected.

The development and growth assumptions derived in this section form the basis for the modeling efforts to project ridership and estimate costs as demonstrated in the Project Evaluation section of the study.

Exhibit 7 indicates the Master Plan with Heavy Rail scenario provides almost a 40% increase in office space and a roughly a 500% increase in retail square footage and residential units compared with the 2004 Master Plan development scenario at full build-out. Due to the mixed-use environment over 3,000 parking spaces are anticipated to be converted into other uses as shown in Exhibit 8, a decrease of 13% from the Master Plan projection and an even greater reduction on a unit basis considering increased development.

Exhibit 7. Comparison of Development Assumptions

Exhibit 8. Comparison of Parking Availability by Scenario
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Exhibit 7. Comparison of Development Assumptions

Exhibit 8. Comparison of Parking Availability by Scenario

The development and growth assumptions derived in this section form the basis for the modeling efforts to project ridership and estimate costs as demonstrated in the Project Evaluation section of the study.

Exhibit 7 indicates the Master Plan with Heavy Rail scenario provides almost a 40% increase in office space and a roughly a 500% increase in retail square footage and residential units compared with the 2004 Master Plan development scenario at full build-out. Due to the mixed-use environment over 3,000 parking spaces are anticipated to be converted into other uses as shown in Exhibit 8, a decrease of 13% from the Master Plan projection and an even greater reduction on a unit basis considering increased development.

Exhibit 7. Comparison of Development Assumptions

Exhibit 8. Comparison of Parking Availability by Scenario

The development and growth assumptions derived in this section form the basis for the modeling efforts to project ridership and estimate costs as demonstrated in the Project Evaluation section of the study.

The intent of this study was to evaluate transit alternatives for connecting The Navy Yard to Center City’s jobs, residents and the region’s transportation hub. Several alternatives were initially considered for eligibility under the study, including those addressed in the 2004 Navy Yard Master Plan. These alternatives included bus, light rail and heavy rail. Ultimately, three alternatives were selected representing a full range of costs and service characteristics.

First, a “no-build” alternative was defined to identify the consequence of maintaining the status quo and to provide a starting point for comparison of costs and ridership given different development scenarios in The Navy Yard. The no-build represented continuation of SEPTA’s Route 71 service. Next, the study team defined a “build” alternative involving construction of a tunnelled subway extension of the Broad Street Line. This “build” alternative reflected a reasonable solution to satisfy the purpose and need developed at the outset of the study and to help reduce travel times for transit users.

It was determined that an enhanced bus service would be the third alternative considered for its lower-cost (compared to heavy or light rail), while providing a real solution for accommodating growth in The Navy Yard. This baseline alternative is typically the “best that can be done” without the provision of a major fixed guideway investment. This alternative was also seen as an incremental step toward a program leading to major investment.

Light rail transit, perceived to be a less expensive option to heavy rail, was originally under consideration. As part of PATCO’s conceptual system expansion effort, light rail transit has the potential to connect service from The Navy Yard to destinations along the Delaware Waterfront and parts of Center City Philadelphia. In addition, the Broad Street Line Feasibility Study was not intended as an exhaustive list of alternatives given the study’s limited scope. Likewise, the study does not preclude any alternatives from moving forward. The study’s alternatives and additional modes and alignments will be explored during the next phase of project development (i.e., Alternatives Analysis) to define a preferred alternative should this project continue along the federal Small or New Starts process in the pursuit of federal funding. Exhibit 9 highlights the characteristics and assumptions of each of the three transit alternatives.

TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES

As part of PATCO’s conceptual system expansion effort, light rail transit has the potential to connect service from The Navy Yard to destinations along the Delaware Waterfront and parts of Center City Philadelphia. In addition, the Broad Street Line Feasibility Study was not intended as an exhaustive list of alternatives given the study’s limited scope. Likewise, the study does not preclude any alternatives from moving forward. The study’s alternatives and additional modes and alignments will be explored during the next phase of project development (i.e., Alternatives Analysis) to define a preferred alternative should this project continue along the federal Small or New Starts process in the pursuit of federal funding. Exhibit 9 highlights the characteristics and assumptions of each of the three transit alternatives.
**TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES**

**Exhibit 9. Summary of Transit Alternatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Vehicle Type</th>
<th>Number of New Shelters/Stations</th>
<th>Approximate Roundtrip Route Length (miles)</th>
<th>Weekday Frequency (peak/off-peak)</th>
<th>Build-Out Development Assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1 – Current Bus Service</td>
<td>Continue bus service at frequencies that match current service patterns. Routes would be modified to provide additional on-street coverage as additional development occurs.</td>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>Standard 47 foot bus (66 seat) in Phase II</td>
<td>0 Phase I: 3.8 miles Phase II: 6.5 miles</td>
<td>Peak: 7 Off Peak: 13</td>
<td>Office: 40,000 Retail: 6,200 Residential: 7,750 Parking spaces: 2,472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2 – Enhanced Bus Service</td>
<td>Enhanced bus service that would arrive at least four minutes in advance of each regularly scheduled Broad Street Line (BSL) Pattison Avenue Station departure and depart within five minutes of each BSL Pattison Avenue Station arrival. The size of vehicles used would be determined by demand. Routes would be modified to provide additional off-street coverage as additional development occurs.</td>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>Standard 47 foot bus (66 seat) in Phase II</td>
<td>15 Phase I: 3.8 miles Phase II: 6.5 miles</td>
<td>Peak: 7 Off Peak: 13</td>
<td>Office: 40,000 Retail: 6,200 Residential: 7,750 Parking spaces: 2,472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 3 – Heavy Rail Extension</td>
<td>Extends the existing Broad Street Line service south from Pattison Avenue Station into The Navy Yard, where it turns southeast along the planned Diagonal Boulevard. Train frequencies and sizes currently used (or planned for the BSL) would be maintained.</td>
<td>Heavy Rail</td>
<td>Bea Broad Street Line Heavy Rail cars</td>
<td>2 3.0 miles</td>
<td>Peak: 7 Off Peak: 13</td>
<td>Office: 40,000 Retail: 6,200 Residential: 7,750 Parking spaces: 2,472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Round trip lengths do not include limited daily service route extensions to shipyard.

**Alternative 1 – Current Bus Service**

SEPTA currently operates 20-minute frequencies during peak periods (i.e., generally from 6:30 to 11:00 AM and from 4:30 to 6:30 PM) and 30-minute frequencies during non-peak service that links The Navy Yard to SEPTA’s Broad Street Line. Over time greater frequencies will accommodate projected ridership increases. This service is currently subsidized by PIDC and The Navy Yard tenants as an amenity and sole transit alternative during weekdays for The Navy Yard. This alternative does not include weekend service expected to be continued by SEPTA’s Route 17.

**Alternative 2 – Enhanced Bus Service**

Alternative 2 provides enhanced bus service that will arrive immediately in advance of each regularly scheduled Broad Street Line departure from the Pattison Avenue Station and depart shortly after each BSL subway arrival. The enhanced bus service would provide for general improvements to the current bus service by providing longer hours of operation including weekend/holiday service, improved frequencies, as well as additional service enhancements such as newly designed shelters, bus stop signage and other passenger amenities. These operational improvements and service adjustments combined with the identified passenger facility investments normally result in increased patronage.

**Exhibit 10. Phase I (Current and Enhanced Bus)**

**Bus Route Coverage (Alternatives 1 and 2)**

**Phase I (Years 2010-2024)**

Phase I is anticipated to begin in 2010 after construction of Diagonal Boulevard, the primary artery of the 72-acre Corporate Center development area. Phase I matches existing Route 71 coverage, but is modified slightly to include Diagonal Boulevard. Phase I route coverage is assumed to be the same for both Alternatives 1 and 2 operations.

In this phase, a 40-foot, 39-seat bus (66 total passengers) starts its route at Pattison Avenue Station, the terminus of the Broad Street Line subway, and completes a 3.6-mile loop around the stadium district, south along Broad Street, east through the Historic Core (via Flagship Drive and Kitty Hawk Avenue), northwest along Diagonal Boulevard and returns to the Pattison Avenue station. During off-peak early morning and mid-afternoon hours, the bus runs west along Kitty Hawk Avenue to service Aker Philadelphia Shipyard in coordination with employee shift changes. The proposed route for Phase I is illustrated in Exhibit 10.

**Phase II (Years 2025-2045)**

Phase II is anticipated to begin service in 2025 expanding coverage to serve newly developing areas of The Navy Yard that are not currently covered by SEPTA’s Route 71. At the start of this phase (approximately half of The Navy Yard’s development potential is anticipated to be completed and it is expected that the eastern portion of The Navy Yard including the Marina district has begun to be constructed. Phase II will include a route expansion from 3.6 to 6.5 miles. This longer route will provide service to and connect with most areas within The Navy Yard. Phase II reflects all-day service with articulated 60-foot buses (65 seats, 99 total passengers) adding capacity to accommodate the peak load demand from 2025 through build-out.

Phase II route coverage is assumed to be the same for both Alternatives 1 and 2 and would extend down Diagonal Boulevard through the Corporate Center employment area to the Marina and then west along Kitty Hawk Avenue to the Historic Core. The proposed route for Phase II is illustrated in Exhibit 11.
Alternative 3 – Heavy Rail Extension

Four conceptual heavy rail alignments were explored and compared for their engineering feasibility and cost, as well as access and station proximity to proposed jobs and residential units in The Navy Yard. The preferred alignment for Alternative 3 provided the most direct connection (i.e., the shortest distance) from the Broad Street Line’s Pattison Station to The Navy Yard. Additionally, the bulk of future employment and residential units were located within a half-mile radius of the preferred alignment’s proposed stations (see Appendix A for a map and detailed descriptions of all four heavy rail alignments).

Distances beyond a half-mile from each of proposed stations in The Navy Yard could benefit from an internal circulator shuttle or feeder bus service with connections to the subway. However, for this level of analysis and for comparison of isolated alternatives, connecting bus service was not included.

With an anticipated opening date of 2016, Alternative 3 included two proposed stations: one situated in the middle of the Corporate Center on Diagonal Boulevard and one in the Marina area to be the terminus of the fixed guideway investment. The subway extension would operate the same train sizes and frequencies used by SEPTA for the Broad Street Line, with train frequencies varying from 7 and 13 minutes during weekday schedules and 11 minutes on weekends and holidays. This level of service is expected to meet demand through full build-out at The Navy Yard, anticipated to occur around 2045.

The preferred heavy rail alignment shown in Exhibit 12 begins at the south end of the existing Pattison Avenue Station and extends the existing Broad Street Line (upper level only) approximately parallel to and east of Broad Street to a point immediately south of Interstate 95. The horizontal alignment has been developed to minimize potential impacts to I-95 including its access ramps and to avoid conflict with a proposed building at the beginning of Diagonal Boulevard on the north side. After passing beneath I-95, the alignment angles slightly to the west and passes beneath the existing freight rail line that parallels the south side of I-95. The preferred alignment will avoid impacts to the existing freight rail service both during construction and operation of the heavy rail alternative.

The alignment then turns in a southeasterly direction underneath the proposed Diagonal Boulevard. The 300-foot radius curve at this location is required to accommodate the alignment beneath I-95 and to avoid existing and proposed buildings flanking the beginning of Diagonal Boulevard. The alignment then follows Diagonal Boulevard and is offset closer to the south side of the boulevard to allow space for utilities along the north side of the boulevard. Beyond Kitty Hawk Avenue, the alignment turns eastward and terminates at the location of a proposed second station serving the Marina area. This alignment would not provide a new station to serve any part of the sports complex; Pattison Avenue station would continue to serve that market.

Further evaluation of proposed modes and alignments will be undergone in the next step of the federal New Start’s process leading to a preferred alternative. With the selection of a preferred alternative, preliminary engineering will provide more detailed plans for construction.

Exhibit 12. Alternative 3 – Broad Street Line Extension (with original conceptual alignments)
As part of this study, each transportation alternative was assessed using a set of evaluation criteria to guide comparison of the alternatives. It was determined that the following key elements would be considered to evaluate the alternatives:

- Ridership
- Capital Costs
- Operating Costs
- Environmental Impacts
- Economic Impacts
- Traffic Impacts

Ridership
Ridership is a key criterion for determining the impacts of proposed transportation investments. Ridership projections were based upon the development assumptions and are expressed in average daily boardings, or the number of individuals boarding the bus or entering a subway station.

Bus ridership was derived by applying current transit mode share at The Navy Yard to future employment and residential projections that reflected 2004 Master Plan development assumptions. For enhanced bus, ridership increases beyond current bus service were anticipated by the ridership response expected from increased service frequency, as well as through improved passenger amenities and facility improvements. These improvements include upgraded bus shelter designs and signage.

For the heavy rail alternative, a sketch model was utilized. The model was developed based on ridership information of 11 other heavy rail systems in United States. The estimates are computed using station area characteristics, such as proposed off-street and residential development, availability of parking, proximity of the nearest station, as well as system-wide characteristics such as Central Business District (CBD) density.

Ridership estimations (for bus and rail) may be impacted by the uncertainty of fluctuating economic conditions and depend on the occurrence of future events that cannot be assured. Therefore, the actual results achieved may vary from the projections, and the variations could be significant. This preliminary analysis is intended to establish need and whether further study is desirable for this long-term investment project.

Capital Costs
Capital costs for bus and rail alternatives were estimated by applying standard unit costs from a capital cost library. To ensure thoroughness and to develop costs in a commonly accepted way, capital costs itemization was consistent with the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) latest New Starts template, including guideway, facilities, vehicles, stations, utilities, systems, right-of-way, and soft costs including design, insurance and contingency. Capital costs for FY 2007 for flet related costs were obtained directly from SEPTA. Each alternative’s capital costs were measured in 2008 dollars.

Operating Costs
Based on the operating plans for each alternative, key operating drivers such as peak vehicles, revenue vehicle hours and revenue vehicle miles were developed. For bus and rail alternatives, SEPTA’s current costs per vehicle mile, per revenue vehicle hour, per peak vehicle with an add-on for other administrative costs were computed. Other systems from the FTA’s National Transit Database of transit agency operating statistics were used to ascertain reasonableness of these unit costs. Unit costs are multiplied by the alternative-specific operating drivers to arrive at the total operations and maintenance (O&M) cost. This approach is consistent with FTA guidelines for operating and maintenance costs. Each alternative’s operating and maintenance costs were measured in 2008 dollars.

Environmental Impacts
A dashboard scan of potential environmental impacts was conducted by comparing the alternatives to existing inventories of significant environmental features. This includes parkland, cultural sites, potential hazardous waste sites, solid waste landfills, wetlands, water resources, areas that contain endangered or threatened species, and cemeteries. Results are presented qualitatively.

Economic Impacts
Economic impacts were evaluated by measuring the economic impact of construction costs and operating costs for each transportation alternative and the construction costs and on-going operating costs for the development at the site (which may vary among alternatives), as well as fiscal or tax activity generated by upfront construction and on-going operations. These impacts are computed in 2008 dollars.

Traffic Impacts
A top-level analysis of the traffic and parking impacts was conducted as a proxy for system improvements. Using the development assumptions and sketch ridership estimates, vehicle trip generation estimates for each alternative were based on standard trip generation rates from the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ Trip Generation Manual. To estimate future daily traffic volumes and intersection levels-of-service for each alternative, new generated trips were added to existing traffic count data.

Transportation models and additional quantitative and qualitative analyses were utilized from data obtained by SEPTA, FTA and additional sources to evaluate several key elements of each transit alternative. These steps and a summary of project findings are described in the following sections.

Ridership
Real estate development drives the demand for transit and vice versa. Given the development assumptions, station area demographics, and the BSL’s system-wide characteristics, demand for heavy rail patronage is similar to other stations on the Broad Street Line. When the fixed guideway extension is anticipated to open in 2016, it is expected that fewer than 3,000 total boardings a day would occur. As development progresses, however, that number is anticipated to increase to over 8,000 boardings a day by 2045 at the two Navy Yard stations combined.

For the bus alternatives, ridership is estimated to be comparable to other routes in the region with similar service characteristics. The bus alternatives are anticipated to provide from 250 to almost 400 boardings a day starting in 2010 and increase with development to over 760 to 1,150 daily boardings at full build-out at The Navy Yard.

As shown in Exhibit 13, the heavy rail alternative in its opening year (2016) is expected to generate roughly five to seven times the boardings when compared to the bus patronage estimates projected under Alternatives 1 and 2. However, these projections utilize different underlying development assumptions and build-out schedules, reflecting different growth patterns and population densities.

Exhibit 13. Summary of Projected Daily Boardings at The Navy Yard by Alternative

Bus Ridership (Alternatives 1 and 2)
This section addresses the results of the ridership forecasting component of the study for each of the two bus alternatives. These ridership estimates are derived from the development scenarios and form the basis for the feasibility analysis.

Current bus mode share for The Navy Yard was applied to future employment and residential projections in the Corporate Center, Historic Core and Marina, as well as the Shipyard area (the Girard Point area was not included). Alternative 2 used an additional service enhancement factor taking into account improved frequencies, longer hours of service (to match the BSL operating hours) and new passenger amenities including shelter and signage improvements. As noted earlier, development assumptions for the bus alternatives were different than those of the rail alternative, reflecting a lower absorption rate, lower residential proportion in the commercial/residential mix, and lower densities at full build-out in 2045.

Model results included projections of average daily boardings at The Navy Yard in five year intervals from 2010 through 2045. Alternatives 1 and 2 assume that several capital improvements including the construction of Diagonal Boulevard and additional stations would be completed by 2040 and mark the commencement of both alternatives. Ridership for 2046 is also included to compare with the initiation of operations for the rail alternative. Current ridership on other comparable SEPTA bus lines is also presented for comparative purposes. Expected average daily boardings occurring within The Navy Yard for each of the bus alternatives are presented in Exhibit 14.

Exhibits 15 and 16 (next page) highlight opening and full build-out year ridership projections occurring along the entire proposed route for each alternative to similar ridership numbers from existing bus routes within the SEPTA system. Average peak hour frequencies are also presented to show comparisons in service.

Exhibit 14. Projected Boardings for Alternative 1 – Current Bus and Alternative 2 – Enhanced Bus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Alternative 1 Daily Boardings</th>
<th>Alternative 2 Daily Boardings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2035</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>1,093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>1,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2045</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>1,153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These were obtained through the study’s development assumptions and were assumed to vary with time. Other variables were assumed to remain constant as shown in Exhibit 16. If these variables change, so will the ridership.

One potentially influential variable is the number of buses connecting to a station. Bus service may be provided in addition to the heavy rail service as a feeder route (or possible circulator shuttle) as development in The Navy Yard increases. However, for this level of analysis and for comparison of isolated alternatives, connecting bus service was not included. Such service could increase ridership modeling results.

Exhibit 16. Comparison of Existing Boardings with Projected Boardings on Alternative 2 (Entire Route*)

[Table]

Exhibit 17. Projected Boardings for Alternative 3 – Heavy Rail

[Table]

Exhibit 19. Comparison of Existing Boardings of Select Transit Stations with Projected Boardings on Proposed Stations

As presented in Exhibit 19, existing boardings and other station area characteristics of select subway stations on the BSL were compared to projected boardings on proposed stations at The Navy Yard. These projected boardings indicate that patronage at the proposed stations compare favorably to other Broad Street Line stations currently serving customers.

Operations Plan

Operations planning for each alternative anticipated the number of vehicles and types of service needed to handle the ridership demands projected for the future at The Navy Yard. These results were also essential for estimating capital and operational costs. The bus alternatives included frequencies and hours of service that matched either SEPTA’s Route 71 or current Broad Street Line operations. The travel times for the bus alternatives varied from 18 to 31 minutes round-trip (or 23 to 35 minutes round-trip including shipyard service) based on the phase of each alternative as the routes are modified to cover new development. Finally, Alternative 1 required from 1 to 3 vehicles, while Alternative 2 required from 3 to 5 vehicles as The Navy Yard goes to full build-out in 2045.

Using current Broad Street Line service characteristics, Alternative 3 would operate trains with a 7 to 13-minute frequency during weekday schedules and 11 minutes on weekends and holidays.
This operation is typical as growth occurs over time on a route. To accommodate the peak load demand from 2025 through build-out, the project team conducted an operations planning analysis for both bus alternatives. Routes will be modified in phases to provide additional site coverage as new development occurs in The Navy Yard for both Alternatives 1 and 2. Phase I is anticipated to begin in 2010 in concert with several capital improvements including the construction of Diagonal Boulevard and additional stations. Phase II is anticipated to begin in 2025, when development is anticipated to have begun on the eastern side of The Navy Yard (and when over half of the anticipated development has been completed). Phase II will include a bus route expansion from 3.6 to 6.5 miles. The longer route will provide service to and connect with most areas within The Navy Yard. Phase II reflects service with articulated 60-foot buses to accommodate the peak load demand from 2025 through build-out. This operation is typical as growth occurs over time on a route.

Average bus speed was calculated at roughly 14 mph. Additional environmental considerations and traffic interferences may affect operating speed and can be adjusted as site conditions are better known. Service characteristics including average speeds, round trip miles and travel times (incorporating layovers) were assumed to be the same for each bus alternative as shown in Exhibit 20.

Exhibit 20. General Characteristics of Alternatives 1 and 2 into The Navy Yard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative 1 and 2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Speed</td>
<td>12.6 mph</td>
<td>13.8 mph</td>
<td>14.0 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Trip Distance</td>
<td>3.6 miles</td>
<td>6.5 miles</td>
<td>7.0 miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Trip Travel Time</td>
<td>17.9 min</td>
<td>30.7 min</td>
<td>32.0 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Consultant Team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternative 1 assumed a 20 minute peak bus frequency (30 min off-peak) during Phase I and a 12 minute peak and 30 minute off-peak frequency during Phase II. The frequency accounts for the increase in ridership as development occurs in The Navy Yard. Alternative 1 will not operate on weekends or holidays. Alternative 2 assumed roughly 7 minute peak frequencies (13 minute off-peak) and 11 minute frequencies on weekends and holidays in both Phases I and II.

Exhibit 21. Frequencies, Hours of Operation and Peak Bus Vehicle Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Hours of Operation</th>
<th>Peak Vehicles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>7:00 AM</td>
<td>7:00 AM to 9:00 AM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II</td>
<td>7:00 AM</td>
<td>7:00 AM to 9:00 AM</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1 - Phase I</td>
<td>5:00 AM</td>
<td>5:00 AM to 7:00 AM</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2 - Phase I</td>
<td>5:00 AM</td>
<td>5:00 AM to 7:00 AM</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Consultant Team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heavy Rail Operations Plan (Alternative 3)

This section addresses the results of the operations planning analysis for the heavy rail alternative. Future operational characteristics for the subway extension were assumed to remain the same as current Broad Street Line operations. Results of the operations plan are crucial for the development of other elements of the study, most importantly the operations and maintenance costing and the capital cost analysis.

The service characteristics for the BSL extension are based on current SEPTA operations, and were modified to accommodate the two additional Navy Yard stations. The current peak period service frequencies, off-peak service frequencies, and weekend operating hours were used and assumed to remain constant into the future. Hours of operation during weekdays and weekends (including SEPTA service holidays) were also assumed to remain constant.

SEPTA currently reports service characteristics of the Broad Street Line combining the local and express service along with the Ridge Avenue Spur. For the purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that the BSL extension to The Navy Yard would only operate using the local service on the Broad Street Line. As a result, the speed of the local service was also utilized for the extension. Exhibit 22 presents the local service characteristics of the Broad Street Line (without the Ridge Avenue Spur) with the proposed extension. A 3-car train consist configuration, currently used on the Broad Street Line, was assumed for the extension.

Exhibit 22. General Characteristics of Local Service of the Broad Street Line with The Navy Yard Extension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Speed</th>
<th>Round Trip Distance</th>
<th>Round Trip Travel Time</th>
<th>Car Consists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 mph</td>
<td>53 miles</td>
<td>88 min</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Consultant Team, SEPTA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exhibit 23 shows the frequencies and hours of operation of the Broad Street Line based on its current characteristics. Because SEPTA does not operate its service at exact intervals throughout the day, average values were used in some cases to estimate general frequency characteristics. The “additional cars needed” column represents the estimated peak rail car requirement for the extension only. This column is the difference between the existing and future peak cars. The table assumes that the service will run from 5 AM to 1 AM daily without additional “Night Owl” bus service.

Exhibit 23. Frequencies, Hours of Operation and Additional Peak Passenger Cars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Hours of Operation</th>
<th>Additional Cars Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>7:00 AM</td>
<td>7:00 AM to 9:00 AM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II</td>
<td>7:00 AM</td>
<td>7:00 AM to 9:00 AM</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1 - Phase I</td>
<td>5:00 AM</td>
<td>5:00 AM to 7:00 AM</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2 - Phase I</td>
<td>5:00 AM</td>
<td>5:00 AM to 7:00 AM</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Consultant Team, SEPTA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Capital Costs

An important component in any new transit investment is the identification of estimated construction and equipment costs. Planning-level capital costs were formulated for each alternative. Actual implementation costs may be higher or lower depending on subsurface conditions encountered and utility relocation necessary, among other construction challenges. To account for these uncertainties, capital costs are represented in a range for the three transit alternatives in Exhibit 24. Capital costs were estimated in 2008 dollars.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Capital Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Bus</td>
<td>$560,000 - $650,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Bus</td>
<td>$420,000 - $520,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Rail</td>
<td>$333,000 - $457,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Consultant Team, SEPTA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Alternative 3, it is expected that both stations would be implemented as one project with the same opening date of 2016. Quantities of construction elements were estimated based on the conceptual profile, alignment, and typical tunnel cross section developed for the study (see Appendix A and B for heavy rail alignments and conceptual engineering). For current and enhanced bus alternatives, costs were developed for two phases, 2010 and 2025, when additional equipment purchases are anticipated. Costs include additives for engineering (10%) and construction and program management (10%) applied to construction costs but not vehicles. A 20% contingency was applied to the total costs for each alternative. Appendix D provides a full summary of capital costs by the standard FTA New Starts cost categories. No right-of-way purchase requirements are anticipated.

Due to the very small number of buses and railcars required for the alternatives, it was anticipated that existing shop/storage facilities can absorb the small increase without additional investment. Although the railcars were priced conservatively considering the small number required, it is possible that they could be part of a larger purchase depending on the timing of the subway completion and SEPTA’s fleet replacement program.

New rail and bus vehicle costs were derived from the operations plan and include a spare ratio of 15%. Capital costs for Alternative 1 and 2 reflect new buses at roughly 2010, 2025 and replacement buses around 2037 in Phase II to account for the assumed 12-year vehicle life cycle. Railcars were assumed to remain operational for 30 years and therefore no replacement vehicles were included given the planning horizon to 2045. Vehicle requirements are shown in Exhibit 25.

Exhibit 25. Proposed New Vehicle and Station Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Vehicle Requirements</th>
<th>Number of Station Stops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Bus</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Bus</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Rail</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Consultant Team, SEPTA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bus O&M Costs (Alternatives 1 and 2)
Total O&M cost for each alternative was initially calculated using current SEPTA Route 71 operational characteristics. The result was calibrated against actual results provided by SEPTA for 2006 and 2007. As a point of comparison, the study team calculated the costs for the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority in Boston using NTD unit costs for buses to assure that the outcomes are reasonable with those of the SEPTA model. O&M costs for other SEPTA bus routes with similar service characteristics (e.g., annual vehicle hours, vehicle miles and peak vehicles) were also calculated with the model and compared to actual results to further ensure the model’s reliability.

After validating the O&M model through comparison to other bus systems, O&M costs were computed by phase for each alternative reflecting new service characteristics. These costs are shown in Exhibit 26.

Cost differences between alternatives reflect the variation in each route’s hours of service, length, frequencies and vehicle requirements as identified in the Operations Plan section of the report. These O&M costs are assumed to remain constant from the initial opening date of 2010 to 2025 (Phase I) and from 2025 to full build-out of The Navy Yard in 2045 (Phase II). Fuel costs are a component of the cost service variables which reflect 2008 dollars. The uncertainty of fuel prices and labor/fringe benefit costs over time may additionally impact O&M costs. Alternatively, as hybrid and more fuel-efficient technologies are incorporated into SEPTA’s bus fleet, the rise in fuel costs may be offset to an extent.

Heavy Rail O&M Costs (Alternative 3)
Total O&M cost for the entire Broad Street Line was initially calculated using current operational characteristics. The result was calibrated against the actual results provided by SEPTA for 2006 and 2007. Furthermore, the results were computed based on NTD data for Miami-Dade County Metrorail service per unit costs to assure that the outcomes are reasonable with that of the SEPTA model.

After validating the O&M model through comparison to other heavy rail systems, O&M costs were computed for the Broad Street Line using the new service characteristics such as annual passenger car miles, hours, peak passenger cars, as well as revised miles of fixed guideway. The O&M costs associated with Alternative 3 from Pattison Station to The Navy Yard was the incremental difference between operating the Broad Street Line with or without the extension.

O&M costs for the extension are assumed to be the same from the initial opening date of 2016 through the study period end date of 2045 as shown in Exhibit 27. Due to the location of the two stations and the water table levels, additional costs may be incurred for water pumping.
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Environmental Impacts

A general overview was conducted to examine significant impacts related to environmental features at The Navy Yard. A detailed environmental analysis and screening is expected in later environmental studies as part of the implementation development process to meet federal funding requirements. It is anticipated that the two bus alternatives would result in fewer environmental impacts on The Navy Yard due to their use of existing infrastructure but would still add noise and air pollution to the site. Extending the Broad Street Line may have the potential to impact the environmental features discussed below which is typical of major infrastructure projects; however these impacts can be mitigated and should not preclude development of a subway from occurring.

Hazardous Waste

The proposed heavy rail alignment crosses a portion of The Navy Yard that is covered by an Act 2 Special Industrial Area Agreement. Construction within this area must conform to the requirements stipulated in the Agreement. In particular, the operation of any build alternative would need to apply mitigation strategies to ameliorate any impacts prior to construction depends on the type and use of the proposed development.

Threatened and Endangered Species

There are several endangered species, both resident and transient, that are present in the area. The final alignment would have to be checked for the presence of various plant and animal species and contingency plans made to address the relocation or reestablishment of those species after the construction work. Construction activities for any alternative would need to apply mitigation strategies to avoid impacts to any possible threatened and endangered species.

Historical and Cultural Resources

The proposed heavy rail alignment is in close proximity to historic properties in the Corporate Center and Marina areas (including the Shipwreck Hangar). Construction in these areas would require the approval of the PA Historic and Museum Commission and may warrant context sensitive designs for both stations and signage.

The proposed rail alignment also crosses two potential archeological areas at the Corporate Center. One area is along the railroad tracks at Broad Street and the other is located near the vicinity of the intersection of League Island Boulevard and Kitty Hawk Avenue. These areas would be evaluated by an archeologist prior to finalization of the plans. Archeological investigations are commonplace for all major construction projects within the City and normally involve the collection and documentation of artifacts if any are found. Providing a context sensitive design may have an impact on project costs but should not be a significant factor. Necessary mitigation measures to avoid impacts to historical or cultural resources would be employed during construction and operation of any build alternative.

Wetlands and Waterways

There do not appear to be any wetlands or waterways along the proposed route. Any new development, especially east of League Island Boulevard would require new storm water facilities built to new City codes requiring Water Quality Controls for the first inch of site runoff. There may also have to be controls for the peak rate of runoff.

Economic Impacts

The study team used a set of economic models to estimate the impacts of transit investments and development alternatives on the City of Philadelphia and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania from 2010-2045. This section examines the potential economic and fiscal (tax) impacts associated with the construction and operation of the various transit alternatives examined in this study, as well as the economic and fiscal impacts from the development scenario associated with those transit alternative. There are other economic impacts that are not accounted for in the study. For example, neither the impacts from congestion mitigation nor transit user benefits including travel time savings are accounted for in the scope of this analysis.

As illustrated in Exhibit 28, economic impacts have two main contributing factors: (1) those arising from the transit alternative and (2) those arising from development and land use patterns at The Navy Yard in conjunction with that transit alternative. The transit volume and development impacts are generated by both one-time construction impacts and the on-going investment to operate the transportation alternative or the real estate development.

Exhibit 28. Economic Impacts Methodology

Transit Alternative Impacts Development Impacts

One-time upfront construction Investment in the project

On-going annual operations

Exhibit 29. Summary of Estimated Economic Impacts at The Navy Yard

The impacts in Exhibit 29 reflect a multiplier effect stemming from a particular initial capital investment. For instance, the construction of the extension of the subway (Alternative 3) is estimated to cost roughly $370 million. As these dollars circulate through the local economy $390 million in economic impact is generated. Likewise the economic benefit continues to the Commonwealth from the purchase of additional goods or services resulting in $632 million. As shown in Exhibit 29, the City of Philadelphia’s economic impacts are included in the impacts to the State.

Further assumptions, as well as the methodology and detailed potential economic and development impacts for the City of Philadelphia and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania are found in Appendix E.

Traffic Impacts

The study team estimated future traffic conditions for each proposed alternative to compare impacts affecting The Navy Yard at its main access point on Broad Street (north of Langleby Avenue) and League Island Boulevard. There are several elements that feed into the projected traffic volumes expected to impact The Navy Yard. Based on the 2045 development assumptions, vehicle trip generation estimates for each alternative were based on standard trip generation rates from the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ Trip Generation, 7th Edition. These rates are based upon stand alone properties. There would be some reduction in traffic volumes, known as internal capture, due to the proposed mixed use development. Specifically, it was assumed that all the retail on site will generate only internal trips from other areas of the site. In addition, a general internal capture rate of 10% was applied to all new development except the Girard Point and Shipyard areas.

This analysis was based on two access points into The Navy Yard – Broad Street and 26th Street. Earlier studies had considered an access at the East End area; however it was assumed that any access at the east end would serve exclusively the East End district. Approximately 30% of the total traffic is estimated to use 26th Street, with the remaining 70% of the traffic using Broad Street. This assumes that 40% of the Girard Point and Shipyard traffic will use 26th Street.

The projected new vehicle trips in 2045 were modified according to the mode shares used for the ridership models. The ridership projections were based on person-trips, while the traffic volume projections are based on vehicle trips. However, given normal passenger vehicle occupancy rates, this is not a material difference for this level of analysis.

Exhibit 29. Summary of Estimated Economic Impacts at The Navy Yard

| Economic Impact: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction impacts (one-time)</td>
<td>$0.559 M</td>
<td>$3.3 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating impacts (annual)</td>
<td>$9.4 M</td>
<td>$12 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment (2010 - 2045)</td>
<td>1,169 jobs</td>
<td>3,070 jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total benefit at build-out</td>
<td>$228 M</td>
<td>$473 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>$18.8 Bknh</td>
<td>$18.8 Bknh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31,453</td>
<td>45,452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Economic Impact: City of Philadelphia |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction impacts (one-time)</td>
<td>$0.24 M</td>
<td>$0.24 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating impacts (annual)</td>
<td>$0.6 M</td>
<td>$2.2 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment (2010 - 2045)</td>
<td>651 jobs</td>
<td>1,962 jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total benefit at build-out</td>
<td>$3.3 Bknh</td>
<td>$4.6 Bknh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>21,030</td>
<td>29,056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Consultant Team, 2009

*All values expressed in 2008 dollars and all tax rates are assumed to remain at 2009 levels.
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To evaluate build-out operating conditions, the new development generated trips were added to the existing traffic volumes. To estimate existing (2007) traffic volumes, a 20% growth rate was added to traffic count data collected in 2005 at Broad Street and League Island Boulevard.

The resulting entering and exiting projected traffic volumes at Broad Street are shown in Exhibit 30.

Exhibit 30. Projected (2045) Entering and Exiting Traffic Volumes at Broad Street

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Current Bus</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Enhanced Bus</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Heavy Rail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM PEAK HOUR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inbound</td>
<td>4,560</td>
<td>4,430</td>
<td>4,220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outbound</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>1,310</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5,360</td>
<td>5,210</td>
<td>5,530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM PEAK HOUR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inbound</td>
<td>1,070</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>1,540</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outbound</td>
<td>4,140</td>
<td>4,020</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5,210</td>
<td>5,060</td>
<td>5,540</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Volume at Broad Street and League Island Boulevard Operations

The intersection of Broad Street and League Island Boulevard was evaluated to determine the operating conditions, based upon the projected traffic volumes in 2045, with the lane configurations recommended in the 2004 Master Plan. This recommendation was for three lanes westbound from League Island Boulevard (two right turn lanes and one left turn lane), as well as four lanes southbound (two through lanes and two left turn lanes) and three lanes northbound (two through lanes and one combined through/right turn lane) along Broad Street.

Level of service analysis is a procedure used to estimate the traffic carrying ability of roadway facilities over a range of defined operating conditions and characterize operational conditions as perceived by motorists and passengers. Traffic operations are expressed as a level of service (LOS), from LOS A (best) to LOS F (worst). For this analysis, the overall intersection levels of service are shown in Exhibit 32; the maximum volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratios are also shown to provide some perspective.

For the morning peak hour, it is projected that the intersection of Broad Street and League Island Boulevard would operate at a level of service B or C for the three alternatives. For the afternoon peak hour, the intersection is projected to operate at level of service F for both alternatives, with extensive queues on the westbound and northbound approaches.

Exhibit 31. Representative Peak Hour Volumes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicles (A.M./P.M.)</th>
<th>Location (Year of count)</th>
<th>1600 / 1150</th>
<th>1600 / 1150</th>
<th>1600 / 1150</th>
<th>1600 / 1150</th>
<th>1600 / 1150</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Red Lion Rd &amp; Grant Ave (1999)</td>
<td>2800 Blvd (inner / outer lanes, between Red Lion Rd &amp; Grant Ave (1999))</td>
<td>2800 Blvd (inner / outer lanes, between Red Lion Rd &amp; Grant Ave (1999))</td>
<td>Broad Street, Northbound / Southbound, between Spruce Street and Loess Street (2003))</td>
<td>WB Walnut St, between 20th Street and 22nd Street (2000)</td>
<td>1640, between 26th and Passyunk (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dauphin Valley Region Planning Commission (DPVPC) website, then adjusted for peak hour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen by this comparison, the projected traffic volumes entering and exiting Broad Street would exceed some of the heaviest traveled areas in the City of Philadelphia.

The total development in the heavy rail alternative is considerably higher than the development in the bus alternatives. However, because of the higher modal split and greater percentage of residential development, the total number of vehicle trips increase only slightly.

The office traffic is predominantly inbound in the morning and outbound in the afternoon, while the residential traffic is the reverse. Due to the mix of office and residential, as well as the greater heavy rail ridership capture than bus, the inbound traffic in the morning and the outbound traffic in the afternoon would be slightly lower in the heavy rail alternative compared to what is projected for the bus alternatives.

As part of the 2004 Master Plan study, some representative peak hour volumes in the Philadelphia area were estimated to put the site volumes into perspective. These peak hour volumes were estimated from the Average Daily Traffic data from the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC), shown in Exhibit 31.

Exhibit 32. Projected (2045) Levels of Service at Broad Street and League Island Boulevard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Current Bus</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Enhanced Bus</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Heavy Rail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM Peak Hour</td>
<td>B (0.52)</td>
<td>B (0.52)</td>
<td>F (1.32)</td>
<td>F (1.29)</td>
<td>F (1.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Peak Hour</td>
<td>F (0.65)</td>
<td>F (0.65)</td>
<td>F (1.20)</td>
<td>F (1.20)</td>
<td>F (1.20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What these levels of service don’t show are the lengthy queues that are likely at the Broad Street/League Island Boulevard intersection, impacting bus operations along with travel times and costs for other vehicles. In the morning, the southbound queues could be 700 to 1,000 feet long, depending on the alternative, when the distance between the signals at Terminal Avenue and the I-676 ramps and League Island Boulevard is less than 550 feet. These queues would interfere with the operation of traffic signals, with resulting backups on Broad Street and the I-676 ramps. In the afternoon, even longer queues are expected on northbound Broad Street and westbound League Island Boulevard, with even less available storage capacity.

As noted earlier in the discussion on traffic volumes, the denser development levels in the heavy rail alternative do not result in significant increases in projected total traffic volumes compared to the bus alternatives. Office-related trips would actually decrease slightly in the heavy rail alternative, with the residential traffic increasing. With the different distribution patterns, this additional residential traffic is not projected to have an adverse impact on the overall intersection level of service between the heavy rail and bus alternatives.

Summary of Findings

Each of the transportation alternatives described in the study would improve mobility into The Navy Yard and to Center City’s jobs, residents and the region’s transportation network. Other benefits from each of these transit improvements would include congestion relief, reduced vehicle trips, reduced parking demand, and reduced environmental impacts (runoff, air quality, noise etc.) while strengthening the development potential of the site. A summary of these benefits and characteristics (shown in Exhibits 33 and 34) are contingent on the commercial, retail, and residential development that is expected to occur at The Navy Yard under the bus and rail alternatives.

The bus alternatives would provide improved access to the site and extend service to all major areas within The Navy Yard. Service frequencies would be planned to match that of the Broad Street Line subway with significantly lower capital investment and annual operating costs. The bus alternatives, however, are not projected to be able to provide enough capacity to handle peak loads typically experienced with high ridership. This limit on performance would curtail the intensity and high-value density of development to that of the heavy rail alternative.
Alternative 3 would allow for a direct connection to SEPTA’s Market-Frankford Subway Line and PATCO’s High Speed Line into Southern New Jersey, as well as providing a one seat ride for Broad Street Line riders into Center City Philadelphia or for a potential tunnel connection under the Delaware River. Travel times for rail into The Navy Yard would be shorter compared with the bus alternatives, making this option more attractive to riders. The heavy rail alternative is projected to support a higher density of development requiring less parking both in overall numbers and by parking ratios and thereby increasing the property value per square foot of land around each of the stations. Capital costs (and to a lesser extent operating costs) are considerably higher for heavy rail due to the major construction effort necessary; however, the benefits of heavy rail investment outweigh those projected for the bus alternatives.

Projected peak hour traffic volumes entering and exiting The Navy Yard and Broad Street differ between bus and heavy rail alternatives due to the internal capture derived from mixed-use development and the significance that ridership plays on reducing the number of vehicle trips.

The economic impacts associated with Alternative 3 are projected to provide greater monetary benefit from construction and ongoing operations compared to the bus alternatives. Likewise, the fiscal or tax revenues estimated to be generated from the construction and operations of the heavy rail alternative would be significantly higher than that produced from the bus alternatives. Similarly the economic and fiscal impacts anticipated from the ongoing private development activity at The Navy Yard would be considerably higher as a result of the heavy rail investment.

The heavy rail alternative would produce slightly higher total traffic volumes in the peak hour due to the denser development scenario; however inbound trips in the AM peak hour and outbound trips in the PM peak hour are lower than the bus alternatives due to significant “reverse” commuting from the residential components within The Navy Yard. The heavy rail alternative is also projected to maintain peak hour intersection LOS similar to that of the bus alternatives while accommodating roughly 4,000 more jobs and 6,000 more residents with its aggressive development scenario. Put another way, in 2045 with higher transit mode share, Alternative 3 is projected to help contribute to fewer vehicles per employee or resident thus helping to ease congestion, reduce air pollution while at the same time obtaining denser growth and greater economic benefit for the region. At the same time, given the limited roadway access to the site, current and even proposed roadway design may be unable to handle the anticipated traffic volumes resulting in time consuming queues.

Exhibit 33. Full Build-out Summary of Anticipated Operating Characteristics and Costs (2008 Dollars)\(^\text{**}\)

Exhibit 34. Full Build-out Summary of Anticipated Development and Traffic Conditions at Broad Street

Exhibit 35. Comparison of Estimated Transit Mode Share in 2045\(^*\)

Cost Effectiveness

As part of the federal New Starts funding process, projects are evaluated and rated through several measures required by the FTA to advance and obtain a funding recommendation, as demonstrated in Exhibit 36.

Exhibit 36. FTA New Starts/Small Starts Project Justification Measures

The current FTA cost effectiveness measure is calculated by (a) estimating the incremental “base-year” annualized capital and operating costs of the project (over a lower cost “baseline” of transit service), and then (b) dividing these costs by the projected user benefits. The result of this calculation is a measure of project cost per hour of projected user benefits (i.e. travel-time) expected to be achieved if the project is added to the regional transit system.

This measure however was beyond the capabilities of the study due to the difficulties in obtaining accurate data needed to calculate the User Benefit factor, so to provide a general sense of how alternatives compare to each other, two supplementary cost effectiveness measures were conducted as a proxy to the FTA New Starts quantitative ranking:

- Cost per rider
- Riders served per dollars of capital investment

Cost per rider includes annualizing the capital costs similar to a standard amortization formula that represents the yearly amount needed to “pay-off” the initial investment and considers vehicle replacement costs based on standard life cycles. Project operating costs are also added to the annualized capital costs to get total annual costs. The total costs are divided by the number of annual riders for a particular time period. These comparisons depend on the growth scenarios at the Navy Yard occurring as outlined in the development assumptions.

As shown in Exhibit 37, each alternative generally experiences higher costs per rider in their opening years of service. Alternative 2 compared with current bus service is expected to be more expensive due to its greater operating costs. As projected ridership increases over time the cost effectiveness improves for each alternative especially for heavy rail which is anticipated to have higher daily boardings compared with the bus alternatives. The uptick in the costs per rider in 2023 for the bus alternatives represents extended operating service anticipated in Phase II.
Traditionally, project sponsors would look to federal sources to finance a significant portion of the capital costs for projects such as the Broad Street Line extension. However, over the last five years the amount of federal funding allocated through the discretionary federal New Starts program has decreased while the number of new commitments has remained steady. The federal share of capital costs also has declined in recent years, and project sponsors are normally encouraged to expect to finance approximately 50 percent or more of the construction costs as the high demand for New Starts funding now often requires a greater local/state match. As an alternative, innovative funding sources may help fill this gap or create an alternative means to completely fund major transit projects.

Exhibit 39. Federal New Starts Allocations, Commitments and Full Funding Grant Agreements per Fiscal Year*

Because of the site’s Transit Oriented Development potential and former industrial heritage, The Navy Yard could also benefit directly or indirectly from state loan and grant programs. For example, the Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development manage two such programs: the Infrastructure Development Program and Transit Revitalization Investment District. Another potential non-federal funding source includes the use of bonds. Bonding capacity depends on many factors including the willingness and ability of public and private agencies to issue bonds for funding capital costs. Regional agencies with the potential for bonding large infrastructure projects include SEPTA, DRPA, the City of Philadelphia and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Innovative financing concepts include a variety of public-private partnerships (PPP), arrangements, capital improvement districts or private contribution and fees. These concepts are based on the leveraging of current or projected future revenue streams and, if employed, could shorten the time to implementation.

New York City (Hudson Yards)

Development has begun on the Hudson Yards project that incorporates a 25-block area on the far west side of Manhattan adjacent to the Midtown Manhattan central business district. In 2005 the New York City Council approved a comprehensive rezoning of Hudson Yards after completing the state’s environmental review process to allow for:

- 24 million square feet of new office space
- 13,500 new housing units, including almost 4,000 affordable units
- 1 million square feet of new retail space
- 2 million square feet of new hotels.

The infrastructure backbone of the project is the extension of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s No. 7 Subway line to the west from the existing terminus at West 41st Street and Seventh Avenue (Times Square), with a station at West 41st Street and Tenth Avenue, and then south, to a new terminus at West 34th Street and Eleventh Avenue. Construction of the tunnel and terminal station structure is underway with completion expected in 2013. The proposed extension would place nearly all points in Hudson Yards within less than a 10-minute walk to a subway station.

The City of New York has committed to funding 100% of the cost of the heavy rail extension. Currently $2 billion in bonds backed by future development on the site have been issued to provide initial financing for the design and construction of the west extension of the subway, as well as to create parks and open spaces.

Debt service on the bonds issued by the Hudson Yards Infrastructure Corporation, a special purpose local development corporation, will be covered primarily by revenue streams coming from the sale of development rights and the incremental revenues from new commercial and residential development in the area (through payments in lieu of taxes) within a special Hudson Yards Financing District.

Cambridge (NorthPoint)

The NorthPoint project has started to transform 45 acres (two buildings have been completed) of a former rail yard near Boston through a private developer into a mixed-use development. The project approved by the City of Cambridge will include 2.2 million square feet of commercial space and 2,700 residential units. At complete build-out in 15 years, the NorthPoint project will include 20 new buildings, transit improvements, nearly 10 acres of open green space, and approximately 1 mile of new roadway and utility infrastructure.
The new station in eastern Cambridge is being paid for by the developer but undertaken in a public-private partnership with the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. The state legislature, on behalf of NorthPoint’s developer, has approved and issued $130 million of special assessment bonds through MassDevelopment (the state’s finance and development authority) which are guaranteed by the value of the NorthPoint land. Bond proceeds will help finance the relocation and construction of a new transit station, a new bus station, the creation of a 10-acre park, roadway improvements to the adjacent highway, public utility improvements, and landscaping enhancements. The new station is currently in the design stage with the state’s environmental documentation complete. The station is expected to have an opening date of 2014.

As part of the Broad Street Line Extension Feasibility Study, the study team undertook a review of relevant federal, state, and local funding programs – both formula and discretionary – that could be used to fund capital improvements and provide operating subsidies at The Navy Yard. In addition non-traditional funding mechanisms were also explored.

This comparison will assist PIDC and other stakeholders to identify resources for financing the capital and operating costs associated with transit investment at The Navy Yard. Each potential funding source was evaluated qualitatively by assessing its applicability to transit and likelihood of implementation. These criteria were ranked with a low, medium or high rating. A summary of the relevant funding sources with the highest ratings are outlined in Exhibits 40 and 41.

Summary of Financial Assessment

Schedules of possible costs and revenues for each of the three alternatives over a 28-year planning horizon were developed to itemize major categories of expenditures (both capital and operating) and reasonably expected funding sources, as well as anticipated fare revenues. These cash flow projections shown in Exhibits 42, 43, and 44 serve to evaluate the financial feasibility of constructing and operating each alternative. This financial assessment also helps identify matching funds required for federal or state transportation programs.

Detailed financial schedules illustrating the anticipated expenditures and amount of federal, state and local funding that can be expected for each alternative can be found in Appendix F. Due to many uncertainties inherent in predicting future funding availability, these schedules reflect many assumptions. The pro forma is intended for conceptual planning purposes only and not for FTA submission as part of the New Starts process.

A noteworthy outcome from the financial assessment was the difference in fare or operating revenue as a percentage of total operating funding. For Alternatives 1 and 2 this average ratio from 2016 to 2029 was anticipated at 12% and 8% respectively while for the heavy rail alternative the amount of funding from fares was roughly 43%². As operating costs increase under the enhanced bus alternative, more subsidies will be required to keep the service running. Furthermore, from 2016 to 2029, Alternative 2 is projected to need a total of $32 million in additional operating funds compared to Alternative 1 requiring roughly $9 million. Alternative 3 will require approximately $38 million in operating subsidy over the same 14 year period.

Exhibit 42. Operating Expenditures and Fare Revenue Current Bus ($000’s)

Exhibit 43. Operating Expenditures and Fare Revenue Enhanced Bus ($000’s)

Exhibit 44. Operating Expenditures and Fare Revenue Heavy Rail ($000’s)
Conceptually the implementation of the heavy rail alternative and its two proposed stations on Diagonal Boulevard and the Marina were assumed to be constructed as one project with an opening date of 2016. However, due to the major capital costs involved, it may be more realistic for the construction of the subway to be broken into phases as funding becomes available. This may be especially true if non-federal sources of funding are to be utilized requiring the assemblage of several smaller funding sources over time. Other external factors beyond the control of the project sponsor, including economic and political climates, would also affect the timing and availability of funding.

As shown in Exhibit 45, design and construction costs were developed in phases to facilitate the building of the subway extension; from Pattison Station to and including the Corporate Center Station (Station 1), and from the Corporate Center Station to and including the Marina Station (Station 2). As development is projected to increase at The Navy Yard, especially around the Marina, and as time elapses from the completion of Phase I to construction of Phase II, acquiring right-of-way and/or alternative methods for tunneling may be necessary, which would significantly increase costs for Phase II of the project. The costs below include additives for engineering (10%) and construction and program management (10%), applied to construction costs but not vehicles. A 20% contingency was applied to the total costs for each alternative. Purchase of new rail vehicles were assumed to occur in the first phase of construction.

Exhibit 45. Summary of Estimated Heavy Rail Capital Costs in Phases (2008 Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Low Range</th>
<th>High Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pattison Station to Station 1</td>
<td>$100,000,000</td>
<td>$200,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattison Station to Station 2</td>
<td>$150,000,000</td>
<td>$300,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$350,000,000</td>
<td>$600,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Consultant Team

The Broad Street Line Extension Feasibility Study has been undertaken to identify the feasibility, cost, and benefits of improved rail and bus transit access to The Navy Yard. A series of next steps would be needed to continue toward implementation of each phase of the recommended alternative. Potential next steps are outlined in this section.

Normally for a project with a significant capital cost, such as the extension of the Broad Street Line, the use of federal resources would be preferred. This would require following the steps under the New Starts process with a typical schedule of approximately 6 to 10 years prior to construction. Ideally the federal commitment to the project would include the use of a full funding grant agreement (FFGA) between the Federal Transit Administration and the project sponsor. The FFGA specifies the project timeline, local and federal contributions and project description and is thus dependent on the availability of local funds.

Innovative funding mechanisms, such as those considered for the Hudson Yards or NorthPoint projects (as described in the Funding Needs section of the study) could also be pursued as an alternative project financing approach. In these approaches, innovative financing concepts often tie the project financing to the economic performance of the redevelopment area and seeks to capture revenue from existing and future land value. Approaches such as these include leveraging state and local funding with private investment to provide a funding match or to fully fund a project.

Without traditional federal funding, the overall implementation timeline could be somewhat shorter compared to the New Starts process due to the streamlining of planning and environmental tasks (as outlined below in the “Roadmaps to Implementation”), though the Federal Transit Administration would need to be consulted throughout any development cycle. Furthermore, regardless of whether the project uses federal funds or not, construction and future operations must also comply with pertinent federal rules and regulations, specifically as they relate to mitigation of impacts and station access.

Federal funding necessitates adherence with the requirements under the National Environmental Policy Act including coordination and consultation with applicable resource agencies, identification and mitigation of possible adverse environmental impacts, as well as permit coordination. These environmental requirements are often mirrored at the state or local levels. Should the project be financed without the use of federal funds, opportunities could exist to shorten the overall project timeline. Time savings would most likely result from shortened agency review schedules, not from a reduction in the steps necessary to mitigate impacts. The project timeline under this circumstance could be reduced by 1-3 years.

Given these two funding approaches, typical steps and actions were developed to assist SEPTA, the City of Philadelphia and PIDC along with other project stakeholders in advancing future transit investment into The Navy Yard. Either implementation schedule will allow opportunities for public involvement and coordination prior to becoming implemented.
**Potential Roadmap to Implementation (Federal Funding Approach)**

**Step 1:** Ensuring the project is on the fiscally-constrained portion of the regional Long Range Transportation Plan.

The Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), required by federal law, is the document which helps direct transportation and land use decisions over a minimum 20-year horizon. DVRPC’s regional LRTP, Destination 2030 identifies and selects projects based on several criteria. The Broad Street Extension is already included in the fiscally-constrained portion of the regional LRTP and is currently listed as a “major regional project” under transit new capacity.

**Action Item:** None required.

**Step 2:** Alternatives Analysis (1-2 years).

Alternatives Analysis (AA) is the first step of the New Starts project development process. AA is the local forum for evaluating the costs, benefits, and impacts of a range of transportation alternatives designed to address mobility problems and other locally-identified objectives in a defined transportation corridor, and for determining which particular investment strategy should be advanced for more focused study and development. Alternatives Analysis concludes with a locally preferred alternative, or set of alternatives that advance to an Environmental Impact Study or Environmental Assessment. Public involvement is a key factor in the AA process.

**Action Item:** Initiate Alternatives Analysis (2009-2011).

**Step 3:** Ensuring the project is on the regional Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).

The TIP represents the translation of recommendations from DVRPC’s long-range transportation plans into a short-term program of improvements. The TIP, covering four years, lists all projects for which federal funds are anticipated. The TIP represents the transportation improvement priorities of the region and is required by federal law. Navy Yard transit improvements should become an element of the regional program cycle and placed subsequently on the statewide TIP.

**Action Item:** Work with DVRPC to ensure project is included on regional TIP (2010-2011).

**Step 4:** Preliminary Engineering (2-3 years).

Once the Alternatives Analysis is complete and a Locally Preferred Alternative has been selected, project sponsors then request approval from FTA to enter into Preliminary Engineering.

**Action Item:** PE to follow conclusion of AA and permission from FTA (2011-2014).

**Step 5:** Environmental Impact Statement or Environmental Assessment (2-3 years).

The purpose of an EIS is to identify the potential environmental and other relevant impacts related to the construction and operation of the capital investment. The EIS also includes a list of mitigation measures to address any presumed negative impacts and concludes with a Record of Decision. An Environmental Assessment also includes discussion of presumed environmental and other impacts and mitigation strategies but result in a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI). As identified above, this phase would follow the Alternatives Analysis. The EIS is normally completed concurrently with Preliminary Engineering.

**Action Item:** Develop EIS or EA (2011-2014).

**Step 6:** SEPTA Capital Budget, Program and Comprehensive Plan.

This document serves as a 12-year program and is divided into three segments: the annual element, which lists projects proposed for funding in year one of the capital program; years 2 through 4; and years 5 through 12. The years 5 through 12 provide an overview of projects proposed for programming in future budget years. SEPTA becomes an integral partner to the extension of the Broad Street Line as the effort moves forward and would need to incorporate the project into its capital plan.

**Action Item:** Place project on SEPTA Capital Program (2014).

**Step 7:** Final Design (1 to 2 years).

Final design represents the last phase of project development and includes right-of-way acquisition, the preparation of final construction plans, utility relocation, and construction cost estimates. During final design, project sponsors may pursue a full funding grant agreement with FTA, which enables FTA to commit to funding the federal share of a project. The full funding grant agreement often serves as a federal financial guarantee which helps project sponsors access local and regional funding.

**Action Item:** Initiate and complete Final Design (2014-2016).

**Step 8:** Initiate and complete Final Design (2014-2016).

**Step 9:** SEPTA Capital Budget, Program and Comprehensive Plan.

This document serves as a 12-year program and is divided into three segments: the annual element, which lists projects proposed for funding in year one of the capital program; years 2 through 4; and years 5 through 12. The years 5 through 12 provide an overview of projects proposed for programming in future budget years. SEPTA becomes an integral partner to the extension of the Broad Street Line as the effort moves forward and would need to incorporate the project into its capital plan.

**Action Item:** Place project on SEPTA Capital Program (2013).

**Step 10:** Final Design (1 to 2 years).

Final design represents the last phase of project development and includes right-of-way acquisition, the preparation of final construction plans, utility relocation, and construction cost estimates.

**Action Item:** Initiate and complete Final Design (2013-2015).

ii A review of journal articles, research papers, and agency reports in the last fifteen years was conducted by the consultant team concentrating on rail transit systems in various cities in the United States.

iii These figures do not include any employment at the Shipyard and Girard Point areas.

iv These figures do not include any employment at the Shipyard and Girard Point areas.

v Light rail transit is a flexible mode of transit and can operate in exclusive rights-of-way, beside or in the median of wide urban and suburban streets. Light rail trains are made up of one to four electrically-powered rail vehicles, usually but not always articulated, that are driven by a single operator in the lead car.

vi 0.5 miles represents the maximum walking distance most transit users will incur to and from a heavy rail station.

vii Current mode share of 4% was derived from SEPTA’s Route 71 average daily boardings (2007 counts) and current employment at The Navy Yard including the shipyard area. For comparison, the 2008 Navy Yard Transportation and Commuter Survey showed that roughly 9% of employees stated they take transit. Industry research on transportation and land use relationships indicate 2-3% bus ridership is typical for developments similar to that anticipated at The Navy Yard.

viii Boardings include AM and PM peaks in both directions at The Navy Yard only, not including Pattison station.

ix From SEPTA’s Fiscal 2007 Annual Service Plan.

x From SEPTA’s Fiscal 2007 Annual Service Plan.

xi Boardings include AM and PM peaks in both directions.

xii Selected stations are within more than 0.4 miles of each other, are not Central Business District stations and have similar characteristics to the proposed stations.

xiii Not including approximately 15% requirement for spare buses.

xiv Not including approximately 15% requirement for spare train cars.

xv Average speed combines cruising speed, acceleration and deceleration time, stop dwell time, and traffic signal time.

xvi It is assumed that the Broad Street Line extension is 1.5 miles one-way.

xvii It is assumed that SEPTA will continue to operate 5-car trains on the SEPTA local service on the Broad Street Line as it does currently.

xviii Fully Allocated O&M Costs (2008 Dollars).

xix Fully Allocated O&M Costs (2008 Dollars).

xx Does not include vehicle replacements after 2045.

xxi As a comparison, according to SEPTA’s 2007 Annual Service Plan the Broad Street Subway Line recovered around 35% of their operating expenses through passenger revenues.